
Regen Suppliers Offering New Covid 19
Vaccine Freezer with Ultra Low Temperature

Regen Suppliers is offering a Covid 19

vaccine freezer, which reaches ultra low

temperature at -80 degrees. The Bio Cryo

freezer is portable and weighs 30 kgs.

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA, USA, May 17,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Regen

Suppliers is now offering a new Covid

19 vaccine freezer, which reaches ultra

low temperature (ULT) at -80 degrees

Celsius. The Covid 19 vaccine freezer,

known as Bio Cryo, is portable and

weighs only 30 kgs.

The Bio Cryo is unique, as it is portable and is able to plug into a car power adapter. In addition,

the ULT vaccine freezer is lightweight, runs quietly, and puts off very little heat. This is a

The Bio Cryo is unique due

to its small footprint,  being

lightweight, ultra low

temperature, its portability

and the fact it cost

thousands less than

competitors!”

CEO David Greene, MD, PhD,

MBA

significant improvement on most vaccine freezers that are

bulky, heavy and very expensive.

The Bio Cryo cost only $5495, which includes domestic

shipping. The Covid 19 vaccine freezer comes with a six

month warranty. Over 1000 vaccine vials can be stored in

the ULT freezer.

According to Regen Suppliers Dr. David Greene, "The Bio

Cryo is unique due to its small footprint,  being lightweight,

ultra low temperature, its portability and the fact it cost

thousands less than competitors!"

Along with vaccine vials, the ULT cryogenic freezer is also a great option for pharmaceuticals,

allograft tissue, research samples and other items that need ultra low temperature storage. 

Along with offering the Bio Cryo portable cryogenic freezer, Regen Suppliers  is a first rate PRP kit

supplier,  and also offers inexpensive centrifuges, allograft tissue and autograft adipose kits as
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(888) 568-6909

well. For biologics, new customers

receive 25% off their first purchase.

To inquire about the Bio Cryo Covid 19

Vaccine Freezer, call Regen Suppliers at

(888) 568-6909.

David Greene, MD, MBA

Regen Suppliers

6026778981 ext.
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